because life's greatest adventure shouldn't be finding a bathroom.
What’s a GoGirl?
The GoGirl is quite possibly the best
Feminine Urinary Device on the market!
Simply put, GoGirl allows women to urinate
while standing up. It’s neat. It’s discreet. It’s
hygienic.
While the concept may be new to you,
European women have used female urination
devices for years. GoGirl provides women
everywhere a way to stand up to crowded,
unsanitary, distant or non-existent bathrooms.
And while it’s not the first device of its kind,
we think you’ll agree it’s easily the best.

For a woman’s convenience —
on the go with GoGirl.
GoGirl is easy to use. Just adjust your clothes
and place GoGirl against your body to form a
seal. It's that simple.
GoGirl fits easily in your purse, pocket or
glove compartment. It’s a must for travel,
sports or every day use.

Why GoGirl?
Only GoGirl is made with flexible, medicalgrade silicone. Our patented splashguard
eliminates messes and spilling. Once you
practice a time or two, using your GoGirl
will feel like second nature.
Made in America.

GoGirl features and
benefits include:
• Compact and durable design is 		
convenient, portable and discreet, 		
keeping the GoGirl accessible for 		
when you need it the most.
• Medical-grade silicone seals to your
body, for mess free use.
• Unique splatter-free tip design and
easy to aim spout.
• Form-fitting to help prevent leaks.
• GoGirl can be reused again and again
by rinsing with soap and water or it's
economical enough to dispose of.
• Because it's reusable, GoGirl is a 		
environmentally-friendly product.
Be green and reuse.
• GoGirl comes in a small plastic tube
with two tissues and a small bag for
storage or disposal. Once cleaned 		
you can roll it up and put it back in
the tube for reuse.

Who’s a GoGirl?
From traveling the world to tackling
everyday chores, there are plenty of
reasons to use GoGirl. Here are just a
few of the ways GoGirl can help you,
whatever your lifestyle:
Active Lifestyle
Whether in the great outdoors or simply miles from
the nearest restroom, eliminate yoga-like squatting,
dripping and potentially messy jeans when you pack
a GoGirl on your next adventure.

Travel Lifestyle
When you travel it’s awfully hard to plan for
everything, especially when and where you may need
a bathroom. With GoGirl, no matter where you find
yourself on the globe, you’ll find yourself prepared.

Everyday Lifestyle
Concerned about germs or tired of endless lines in
public bathrooms at the mall, gas station, stadiums,
concerts or anywhere else you find yourself? With
GoGirl in your bag, those concerns are a thing of the
past. Enjoy the freedom and convenience of urinating
confidently and hygienically with GoGirl.

Medical/Elderly Lifestyle
GoGirl was originally created for women who
have recently had hip or knee surgery to help in
circumstances where bending and squatting are
physically impossible. GoGirl is also an ideal solution
for pregnant women or women recovering from
surgery who have trouble urinating into a cup at
the doctor’s office.

Thanks for your interest in GoGirl.
Please contact us with any questions
at 1-877-GIRL-007. For other great tips,
check out our blog discussion on the
GoGirl website at www.go-girl.com.

